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On the 29th of January 2016, following sixty-eight 
continuous years of production, this legendary vehicle 
said farewell. With some of the final models ever 
made, we’re paying homage to the most iconic
Land Rovers from history. Limited Edition vehicles, 
these are our last love letters to the Defender. 
Celebrated, re-engineered, they will honour what’s 
gone before as well as what’s yet to come.



NEW
BEGINNINGS

Forty-five 2016 Defender. Taken as the end of an era approached, these were among the last to 
make their way off the Solihull production line. Each was selected to be part of Twisted Legacy: 
unique vehicles inspired by times gone by. Each will be stripped and rebuilt with the expertise 
of twenty years’ Twisted experience: the handling, the steering, the performance refined. Each 

will house the monstrous power of the GM 6.2L V8: motorsport technology with six million 
hours of R&D. Only you can decide how its future pays homage to its past.



INSPIRED
Everyone has their own history with the Defender. Yet none is as 
rich as that of the vehicle itself. Twisted Legacy is Charles’ tribute. 
He’s selected four iconic vehicles from sixty-eight illustrious years 
to inspire your Twisted Legacy. 











OR



IMAGINATION, REALISED
Ideas are only crazy until they exist. Our dream 
is bringing yours to life. From the engine to the 
interior, Twisted pushes limits and breaks 
boundaries. Unique. Personalised. Enhanced. 
Your vision is ours. 
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This is the space to initiate your ideas.

This is your Twisted Legacy.



CREATE
HISTORY

This is a story that starts at the end. Some of the last Defender© ever 
made. Honoured, revered, improved, in the Twisted workshop. Created to 
honour the past by generating a whole new future. Now you have a 
chance to be, and to own, a unique part of history. Honour the past and 
the future, today. Speak to our team about Twisted Legacy. 




